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Introduction  

The novel Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë, published in 1847, exposes the reader to the 

Victorian times when women existed as wives, mothers or employees solely. Women were 

generally dependent on men in order to gain social status, and they were not expected to have 

ambitions of their own, besides marriage and children. However, as readers we get to follow 

the development and inner life of Jane Eyre, a young woman in the English countryside who 

dares to question the norms of society. Her journey from a difficult childhood, through her 

tough but educational years at boarding school and her, in the eyes of society, inappropriate 

love affair with her master, was an unusual one at the time. A woman having opinions as 

intense as Jane and having the courage to speak up to her employer was revolutionary. Thus, 

Jane encounters several obstacles in becoming the independent woman she longs to be.  

Similarly, Kate Chopin’s The Awakening, published 52 years later and set in New 

Orleans and on the Louisiana Gulf coast, tells the story of a woman who is constrained by the 

limitations surrounding marriage and motherhood, while at the same time questioning her 

entire existence. Although the novel was written during the late realist era, the Victorian ideal 

of women existing as nothing but wives and mothers seems to have persevered in the society 

presented in The Awakening. Edna Pontellier is not in love with her husband, and being only a 

wife and mother does not satisfy her. Her social surroundings seem to strive to make her 

accept the role ascribed to her; she is expected to devote herself fully to her family and 

household duties. Thus, when Edna tries to find her place in the universe and acts out against 

the unwritten rules of society, she is looked upon with astonished, critical eyes.  

Regardless of the geographical differences between the two novels and the fact that they 

were written during different eras, there is a similar dilemma related to defying patriarchal 

societal structures in both novels. Both Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier are, or long to be, 

independent women, which was unusual during their respective times. They both have intense 

inner lives and ambitious goals and dreams; however, they live under constant pressure to 

perform as wives, mothers and employees. Jane and Edna seem to personify early feminism, 

as they dare to question the norm and fight for independence. Both of them embark on a 

journey of social transgression, but meet much resistance from society in their struggle for 

independence as women were, during these times, not expected to question their places in 

society. I will argue that the protagonists Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier both oppose the 

norms of the societies in which they exist, but ultimately fail to fully break free from the 

deep-rooted patriarchal structures.  
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The Backgrounds of the Authors 

In order to acquire a general picture of what the lives of women looked like during the 

Victorian and realist eras, I have looked into the lives of the authors of the novels Jane Eyre 

and The Awakening, and I found that there were several similarities between the lives of 

Charlotte Brontë and Kate Chopin. Although one cannot compare real life authors to fictional 

characters, these similarities can possibly account for the feminist aspects that are to be found 

in their respective novels, and provide some perspective on why the characters of Jane Eyre 

and Edna Pontellier have acquired so much attention from feminist literary critics. 

According to the biography written by David Cody, Charlotte Bronte was born in 1816, 

as the third of six children. In 1820 the family moved to Haworth, and Mrs. Brontë passed 

away the following year. Brontë and three of her sisters were enrolled in a boarding school in 

1824. The eldest daughters became ill and died the year after, and Brontë and her sister Emily 

were brought home. Charlotte Brontë became a pupil at Roe Head School in 1831, but left the 

following year to teach her sisters at home, only to return to the school as a governess three 

years later. Between 1839 and 1842, Brontë held two different governess positions, both of 

which she left within months. Upon her return to Haworth, the three sisters decided to open 

their own school, and as means of preparation Brontë and Emily went to Brussels for a few 

years to complete their studies. Upon their return home the sisters embarked upon their 

project of founding a school, but it proved to be a failure due to lack of interest from the 

public. The following year Charlotte Brontë decided to publish a selection of the three sisters’ 

poems; it was published in 1846 under the pseudonyms of Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell. The 

secret of the true identities of “the Bells” was revealed in 1848 and in the same year, their 

brother Branwell passed away. Emily died shortly thereafter, and Ann passed away the 

following year. Thus, Charlotte Brontë was the only one left of the six siblings. In 1852, Rev. 

A. B. Nicholls (curate of Haworth) proposed marriage to Charlotte Brontë, but her father 

objected violently. However, by 1854 Mr. Brontë's opposition had weakened, and Brontë and 

Nicholls were married, though it seems clear that Brontë did not love him. The same year, 

Charlotte Brontë, expecting a child, caught pneumonia, and she died after a lengthy and 

painful illness (Cody, 1987). From these biographical facts, we can conclude that Charlotte 

Brontë lost many family members at an early age and that she was an unusually independent 

woman at the time. 

As it is written in the biography by Neil Wyatt, Kate Chopin was born Kate O’Flaherty 

in 1850 in St. Louis, Missouri, as the third of five children. Chopin’s sisters died in infancy 
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and her brothers (from her father’s first marriage) in their early twenties. Thus, Kate Chopin 

was the only child to live past the age of twenty-five. Kate Chopin was enrolled in a Catholic 

boarding school in 1855, and her father died two months later in an accident. Chopin returned 

home, and for the next two years she lived with her widowed mother, grandmother and great-

grandmother, and it was the great-grandmother who schooled her. Chopin grew up 

surrounded by independent, single women of many generations, and her own mother had been 

the first woman in St. Louis to obtain legal separation from her husband. Until Kate Chopin 

was sixteen, no married couples lived in her home, although she was surrounded by brothers, 

uncles and other relatives. In 1870, she married Oscar Chopin, the son of a wealthy cotton-

growing family in Louisiana, who seemingly adored his wife and allowed her a freedom 

unheard of. They lived in New Orleans where they had seven children, but unfortunately 

Oscar Chopin’s business did not do well and the family was forced to move to his old home in 

Louisiana. Oscar died of swamp fever in 1882 and Chopin took over the running of his 

businesses for over a year, before she sold up and moved back to St. Louis to live with her 

mother, who passed away the following year. In order to support herself and her children, 

Chopin then began to write. Some of her texts caused uproar, while her short stories were 

successful and more calmly received by the public. Kate Chopin died in 1904 from a cerebral 

hemorrhage (Wyatt, 1995). In conclusion, Kate Chopin was raised in an environment in 

which she was surrounded by unusually independent women, and Chopin herself learned to 

support her family at an early age.  

 

Aim and Approach 

In comparing and contrasting Jane Eyre and The Awakening from a feminist perspective, my 

aim is to identify aspects of feminism in the two novels, as well as to point out any 

similarities or differences in how social transgression and societal norms are relevant in the 

lives of the two protagonists. In the section “The Backgrounds of the Authors” I outlined the 

authors’ backgrounds, and in the Analysis section (in the subsection “The Connection 

between the Authors, the Novels and the Protagonists”) I will analyse whether any of the 

events in their backgrounds can explain the feminist approaches that are present in both Jane 

Eyre and The Awakening. Although a direct comparison between the authors and the fictional 

characters they created is not possible, the biographical backgrounds of the authors can help 

provide a general picture of women’s position in society during their respective eras; I will 

analyse how that general picture has affected the characters of Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier. 
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Feminist theory entails the phenomenon of thought and action which diagnoses and 

discusses the problems of women’s inequality in society (Barry 116). It aims to point out 

aspects of society where men and women are not treated as equals, and the ambition is to 

make the readers question deep-rooted societal structures. As Barry points out, the 1960’s 

‘women’s movement’ was not the start of feminism, but rather “a renewal of an old tradition 

of thought and action” discussing the inequality between genders (116). There are several 

different types of feminism and aspects thereof, but all feminist literary critics generally agree 

that “the oppression of women is a fact of life, that gender leaves its traces in literary texts and 

on literary history, and that feminist literary criticism plays a worthwhile part in the struggle 

to end oppression in the world outside of texts” (Warhol 10). The fact that feminist literary 

criticism is frequently used as means of addressing the issue of women’s rights suggests that 

feminist literary criticism is one of the strongest and most practical ways of making a 

difference in society, and “influencing everyday conduct and attitudes” (Barry 117). Affecting 

norms and traditions that are deeply rooted in society is difficult, but by pointing out 

patriarchal societal values in literature, feminist literary critics can address and make visible 

the social boundaries that generate and maintain inequality between the genders. Literary texts 

are an efficient way to reach a great number of people, express new ideas and set new 

standards. Thus they are a tool commonly used among feminists. 

I will analyse how certain manners and behaviours that were expected of women due to 

their gender are prominent factors in both Jane Eyre and The Awakening. In relation to this, I 

will argue that Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier were “socially constructed as women” (128) and 

to what extent the societal norms affected the two protagonists. The social construction of 

women is an aspect of feminism that was much discussed in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, 

and it strongly relates to psychoanalysis. Psychoanalytic feminism discusses the distinction 

between sex and gender, and entails that gender is not so much about sex or personality but 

instead about how social surroundings and norms construct women to act and think in a 

certain manner (125). The idea of the distinction between sex and gender is that sex is 

something we are born into, whereas gender is something that is socially constructed or 

created. 

The social construction of women is closely related to the Victorian ideal of “feminine 

self-sacrifice, submissiveness and motherly devotion”, which was reinforced by the British 

poet Covent Patmore in the mid-nineteenth century (Weber 1), when he wrote a poem as a 

tribute to his wife, whom he believed to be the perfect woman. The poem was called “The 

Angel in the House” and this concept has, since then, become a term often used as an image 
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describing the Victorian ideal by which women were expected to be graceful and pleasant, 

devoted to their children and submissive to their husbands (1). In other words, the concept 

indicated how society constructed women and how they were generally expected to behave. I 

will discuss how the image of the ideal woman is relevant in the lives of Jane Eyre and Edna 

Pontellier, and compare to what extent they, in their different positions and situations, are 

expected to behave according to it. 

Later in the 1970’s, feminist criticism mainly aimed to expose the so called 

“mechanisms of patriarchy”, which could also be explained as “the cultural ‘mind-set’ in men 

and women which perpetuated sexual inequality” (Barry 117). This approach is highly 

relevant for my investigation and it is crucial for my analysis, as I will analyse how the 

protagonists of the two novels are affected, consciously or sub-consciously, by the patriarchal 

structures of their societies. Although the novels were written long before this 1970’s feminist 

movement was acknowledged and outlined, one can see that both Jane Eyre and Edna 

Pontellier reflected over the patriarchal social structures surrounding them.  

The topic of how social and economic conditions affect the power balance between the 

sexes relates to the idea of the patriarchal society, and it is an idea often discussed by Marxist 

feminists (Beechey 66). The Marxist aspect of feminism is relevant when examining Jane 

Eyre and The Awakening, and my aim is to consider the idea of social and economic 

conditions in relation to Jane’s relationship with Mr. Rochester, as well as Edna’s power 

struggle with her husband. I will compare the different situations of the two women, and 

outline the ways in which their respective relationships are unequal. Furthermore, I will aim 

to determine whether the protagonists’ lives and situations can provide a picture of the 

position of women in general during their respective eras. 

 

Previous Research and Material 

My primary sources are the novels Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë (Alma Classics, 2014) and 

The Awakening by Kate Chopin (Harper Press, 2011), and my analysis is based on a close 

reading of them, keeping in mind the different theoretical concepts presented in my secondary 

sources. Mostly, I have relied on Peter Barry’s Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary 

and Cultural Theory and Robyn Warhol and Diane Price Herndl’s Feminisms: An Anthology 

of Literature Theory and Criticism in order to investigate the two novels from a theoretical 

perspective. Both Barry and Warhol’s anthology provide several relevant theoretical ideas 

about and approaches to the aspects of feminism that I have found to be relevant for my 

investigation: social constructivism, the distinction between sex and gender, the concept of 
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patriarchy and the social and economic conditions. The biographical facts about the authors 

Charlotte Brontë and Kate Chopin are provided by David Cody (1987) and Neal Wyatt (1995) 

respectively. A great number of articles, analyses and texts have been written about both of 

my primary sources – including articles that discuss and shed light on different aspects of 

feminism to be found in the novels. Some of them will be referred to and quoted in this paper, 

such as the article “The Awakening by Kate Chopin: A Critical Analysis” by Bloomy eBooks, 

(which is an anthology of literature written by a Licentiate in English Language and 

Literature, and which provides critical analysis of several classic works) and “Angels in the 

House?: Victorian Women in Great Expectations” by Felicity Rose. In addition, I will include 

quotations from (among others) the texts “Chopin's ‘The Awakening’: A Semiotic Novel” by 

Rosemary F. Franklin and “Women, Marriage and Economy in Jane Eyre” by Ya-huei Wang 

in my analysis of women’s position in society during the realist and Victorian eras. As of 

today, I have not yet found any relevant works comparing and contrasting Jane Eyre and Edna 

Pontellier. Hence, I will rely on different sources – mainly articles and e-books – to 

investigate and identify similarities and differences between the two novels, and particularly 

their respective protagonists. 

 

Analysis 

In the following subsections, I will first analyse the connection between the authors and their 

respective novels and protagonists, and then move on to examine the protagonists Jane Eyre 

and Edna Pontellier from different feminist perspectives. The different feminist approaches 

are closely related to each other, and thus they cannot be entirely separated; however, the 

focus will be placed on one of them in each section. Certain aspects of the protagonists’ lives 

will be compared in the respective feminist approach sections, and the final subsection of this 

section entails a more in-depth comparison between Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier.  

 

The Connection between the Authors, the Novels and the Protagonists 

Having read the section “The Backgrounds of the Authors”, one can determine that there are 

several similarities in the lives of the two authors: they both lost many loved ones during their 

early years, and they both went to boarding school. It appears that these events in the authors’ 

pasts have resulted in them becoming unusually independent. Both of the women were forced 

to support themselves and take care of their families, which was not common for women at 

the time. It seems plausible that losing so many loved ones and being forced to become 

independent at an early age has contributed to the authors’ view on love and marriage, which 
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seems somewhat cynical; this cynical view is evident in the novels Jane Eyre and The 

Awakening, in that Jane Eyre has difficulties trusting Mr. Rochester and strives to become 

independent as opposed to finding herself a husband (which would have been the norm at the 

time), whereas Edna Pontellier (who was expected to devote herself fully to her family) aims 

to break free from the constraints of marriage and motherhood. The similarities between the 

authors Charlotte Brontë and Kate Chopin, and the connection between the authors and their 

respective protagonists, confirm the comparability between their novels Jane Eyre and The 

Awakening and their respective protagonists.  

It appears that the character of Edna Pontellier to a great extent is based on the author’s 

own experiences of and feelings toward society: according to some, Kate Chopin used her 

writing as “a technique to indirectly explicate her life by the means of narrating her stories 

through the characters she created” (Bloomy eBooks, n.pag.). It has also been said that 

“Chopin’s decision to focus on and emphasize the imbalances between the sexes is heavily 

influenced by her upbringing, her feelings toward society, and the era she subsisted in” 

(Bloomy eBooks, n.pag.). Hence, one can argue that Kate Chopin was an early feminist, who 

used writing as a means of addressing the topic of the oppression of women.  

Charlotte Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre, on the other hand, has been described as the first 

major feminist novel (Steyer, n.pag). R.B. Martin argues that Brontë clearly pleads for 

recognition of woman’s emotional nature and for women not to be confined to only taking 

care of the household (Martin 93-94). While Brontë does not ask for equal employment or 

political rights for women, one can state that her writing was a way of addressing certain 

aspects of society that she was not satisfied with, such as the fact that women existed through 

and for their husbands only, and that only wealth could bring social status and respect. The 

novel Jane Eyre represents early feminism in the sense that Brontë pleads for humanity and 

an emotional understanding between the sexes.  

The common denominators between the two authors – the fact that they both lost many 

family members at an early age and were forced to become more or less independent – are 

relevant to point out, as they enable us to understand how the protagonists of Jane Eyre and 

The Awakening came to carry several similarities, despite the fact that the novels were written 

during different times. It is evident that both authors acknowledged an inequality between the 

genders, and used protagonists Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier as means of addressing the 

issue of the patriarchal society. The characters of Jane and Edna seem to be built on a 

combination of the author’s own experiences, as well as their views on society. Both Brontë 

and Chopin were unusually independent, which applies to the respective protagonists Jane 
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Eyre and Edna Pontellier as well. Hence, there is a connection between the authors 

themselves and their protagonists: although Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier are characters of 

fiction, they do personify early feminism, and the authors seem to have used them as means of 

addressing their view on societal structures. In my subsequent analysis, I will outline and 

compare how the respective protagonists strive for independence, and in what ways they 

personify certain aspects of feminism. 

 

The Angel in the House  

The Victorian ideal of self-sacrificing women which, as previously mentioned, was given a 

name when the poet Covent Patmore wrote the poem “The Angel in the House”, made it 

evident that women were expected to be submissive and devoted to their husbands and 

families. The term “the Angel in the House” has often been used as an image to describe how 

the women of the Victorian era were expected to behave. It set an ideal for the perfect woman 

of the time: “In Victorian middle class ideology, women should be confined to the home to 

better protect them from the immoral influences of the world, in order that they — the 

naturally more moral sex — should exert their good influence on their husband and children, 

and through them the society at large” (Rose, n.pag). This ideal of women being confined to 

the home and devoted to their families is related to the idea of socially constructed women, 

and it is a prominent feminist aspect which is present in both Jane Eyre and The Awakening. 

The ideal clearly outlines how both Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier were expected to behave in 

their respective situations and surroundings, regardless of the fact that they existed during 

different eras: Jane is expected to try to find herself a husband, whereas Edna’s surroundings 

expected her to devote herself fully to her family. Hence, the development in the rights of 

women was slow in the sense that women were still seen as nothing but wives and mothers in 

the society in which Edna Pontellier existed: not much seems to have changed in regards to 

patriarchy since Jane Eyre’s era. As it is discussed in a section about ‘women and the gaze’ in 

Feminisms: An Anthology of Literature Theory and Criticism, “A woman must continually 

watch herself…From earliest childhood she has been taught and persuaded to survey herself 

continually” (quoted by Jehlen, 427). The fact that women have historically been expected to 

constantly look after their appearances and behave in a certain manner is evident in Jane Eyre 

and The Awakening; both Jane and Edna were brought up in fictional societies that were, 

albeit far apart geographically, similar in the sense that the female characters were expected to 

be pleasant and motherly, and taught that looks were important in order to succeed in life.  
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Throughout her childhood and teenage years Jane Eyre is continuously told that she is 

not pretty or handsome (Brontë 13, 91): she learns at an early stage that she should “try to be 

useful and pleasant” in order to be loved, and that a pretty child is easier to like (13). She is 

told that she is “less than a servant” (12) to the people with whom she is forced to grow up, as 

she is not related to her aunt by blood; nor is she providing anything in return for her keep. 

The fact that Jane is female, poor and not traditionally beautiful, as well as the fact that she 

has a strong temper as opposed to being submissive and obedient, results in Jane being 

perceived as a troublesome child whom it is difficult to like. Jane feels oppressed and enraged 

by the “class-based economic and social roles that constrained Victorian women” (Murfin 

467), which indicates that she feels that the way women are treated in society is unfair. 

However, she does have difficulties escaping these ideals as her surroundings constantly 

remind her of the importance of appearance and manners. 

Similarly, Edna Pontellier learns that the conduct of a woman is subservient to the 

public opinion and that, for instance, “her faith in matters of religion should, for that very 

reason, be subject to authority” (Bloomy eBooks, n.pag.). Edna’s husband is not satisfied with 

the way his wife looks after the family and household, and accuses her of neglecting their 

children (Chopin 9). He feels that Edna is not “a mother-woman” (12), which he clearly 

expects and wishes his wife to be. At first, Mr. Pontellier’s accusations and behaviour make 

Edna miserable, but as she becomes more independent she also becomes increasingly 

determined not to betray her own beliefs: ”Mr. Pontellier had been a rather courteous husband 

so long as he met a certain tacit submissiveness in his wife. But her new and unexpected line 

of conduct completely bewildered him. It shocked him. When Mr. Pontellier became rude, 

Edna grew insolent. She had resolved never to take another step backward” (89). It is evident 

that Edna’s husband tries to make Edna fit into the ideal of the Angel in the House, although 

Edna is not naturally drawn or willing to accept such a role. The people in Edna’s social 

surroundings have difficulties understanding her way of thinking and behaving: “Edna had 

once told Madame Ratignolle that she would never sacrifice herself for her children, or for 

any one. Then had followed a rather heated argument; the two women did not appear to 

understand each other or to be talking the same language” (Chopin 74). Edna cannot make 

anyone understand her inner thoughts and feelings, as they are so unusual in the society in 

which she lives. 

The difficulty of adjusting to the societal norms and expectations is something that Jane 

Eyre and Edna Pontellier have in common; they are raised to live up to the ideal of the Angel 
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in the House, and both of them object violently and refuse to take on the responsibilities 

ascribed to them. Nevertheless, both Jane and Edna are strongly affected by the societal 

structures and ideals, and they are both aware that living outside of the norm would be 

problematic for them. Although the protagonists are different in many ways – Jane is a poor, 

single woman who is brought up under difficult circumstances and becomes a working 

woman, while Edna is married into a high-class society in which she is expected to be 

satisfied with being a stay-at-home mother and wife – both women clearly feel oppressed by 

the structure of society, by which they are made subordinate to men. One may say that both 

protagonists are “socially constructed as women” (Barry 128) and socially constructed to live 

up to the ideal of the Angel of the House; they have been taught how to look and behave in 

order to be accepted and loved. Although they may object to the societal norms and do not 

allow society to construct them as ‘ideal women’, the limitations applied to them are 

nonetheless difficult to overcome, and the two women are partly forced to accept their 

positions: society does not see Jane Eyre and Mr. Rochester as equals which makes their 

relationship difficult, and Edna Pontellier does not receive support from her friends and 

family when she decides to pursue her own interests as opposed to only caring for her family. 

In conclusion, both women oppose the norms of their respective societies, but escaping the 

ideal of “The Angel in the House” is difficult. 

 

The Patriarchal Society 

The concept of patriarchy has a history of different meanings, the most general one being that 

it entails a societal structure in which females are subordinate to males simply due to their 

gender (Beechey 66). Male domination is manifested in the values, attitudes and expectations 

of society, and going against the norms of society is difficult, as one is not necessarily always 

aware that such norms even exist: “Feminist thinking is really rethinking, an examination of 

the way certain assumptions about women and the female character enter into the fundamental 

assumptions that organize all our thinking” (Warhol 10). This could be interpreted to mean 

that in order to work against societal structures, such as patriarchy, one must rethink all 

assumptions and values that we are socially constructed to live by.  

Most of the male characters that Charlotte Brontë created in Jane Eyre are heavily 

influenced by the patriarchal social structures and help maintain them, although they are 

possibly unaware of doing so. What Mr. Rochester says to Jane gives us a picture of what that 

social structure looked like; he says: “I will make the world acknowledge you a beauty, too” 

and he then explains how he will attire Jane “in satin and lace” (Brontë 256), seemingly to 
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make her fit into his world. Hence, although he clearly loves Jane and admires her for who 

she is, he feels pressure to make her adjust to his way of living in order for them to be 

accepted as a couple, whether he does it intentionally or not. He may not be aware of it, but he 

directly suggests that she will not be sufficient for him the way she is, her being poor and not 

traditionally beautiful. Thus, it is evident that the patriarchal structures of society are deep-

rooted, and that the minds of the characters are persuaded or constructed into a certain way of 

thinking. It has been said that Jane Eyre is “a woman who understands instinctively the 

inequities of patriarchal structures but who cannot, finally, move entirely beyond them” (Ellis 

192). Although Jane has a strong sense of self-respect and aims to defy the societal norms and 

become independent, she is affected by the patriarchal society in which she was brought up. 

For instance, she has difficulties imagining and believing that someone like Mr. Rochester 

would want to be with someone like her: “I could not be certain of the reality till I had seen 

Mr. Rochester again and heard him renew his words of love and promise” (Brontë 254). This 

makes it evident that the structures of society are difficult to escape from, even for someone 

as determined as Jane, who is more than willing to think and act beyond the social norms.  

Kate Chopin aimed to expose women’s desires and wish for independence in her 

writing. She has been called “one of the modern writers of her time, one who wrote novels 

concentrating on the common social matters related to women” (Bloomy eBooks, n.pag.). 

Chopin was not afraid to discuss the unfairness of the patriarchal society and the inequality 

between the sexes, and she was one of the few who dared to suggest that women desired 

something that they were traditionally not permitted to have: she implied that women wanted 

something beyond their duties as wives and mothers. Chopin’s wish to expose women’s 

desires is evident in The Awakening, when Edna swims for the first time and discovers her 

own strength. Edna then begins to express herself through her painting and discovers her own 

pleasures and ambitions. Initially, Edna is torn between her own wish of exploring herself and 

living up to the responsibilities of her present life. However, once she realizes that her own 

desires cannot be combined with the “harsh patriarchal realities of her life” she begins to shed 

her role as a mother and the duties traditionally associated with motherhood in the New 

Orleans society (Montashery 148). Edna questions her entire existence and position: “In short, 

Mrs. Pontellier was beginning to realize her position in the universe as a human being, and to 

recognize her relations as an individual to the world within and about her” (Chopin 21). She 

continues to develop and pursue her own interests, and in order to do so she feels she must 

leave her home and husband to live in ‘the pigeon house’. Edna attempts to express herself in 

a patriarchal culture, but meets no understanding from her social surroundings. 
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Many critics have interpreted the final scene of The Awakening as Edna’s suicide. It has 

been argued that she is “forced to the extreme of committing suicide to escape the bonds of 

patriarchy and motherhood” (Franklin, n.pag.). Taking her own life is seemingly the only way 

for her to escape the strict social boundaries. Her suicide could be seen as an attempt to 

escape a world in which she feels she cannot exist – a world in which men hold the 

dominance over women. It appears as though The Awakening, and its protagonist in 

particular, is a means of addressing societal issues related to patriarchy, marriage, motherhood 

and woman’s independence and, for the most part, critics seem to agree that the novel is “a 

symbol of a woman’s struggle to reappropriate her own mind, body and soul from the 

confines of male domination” (LeBlanc 289). In other words, Edna aims to break free from 

the patriarchal norms of her society, by which she has less power than her husband simply 

due to her gender. 

Hence, Jane is struggling to become her beloved Mr. Rochester’s equal without altering 

her own moral beliefs, whereas Edna’s marriage into a wealthy and conservative society 

makes it difficult for her to oppose the social norms. Jane is expected to oblige her master’s 

wishes, while Edna is expected to be submissive to her husband. Thus, there is an evident 

similarity between the societies in which Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier exist: in both, women 

are made subordinate to and dependent on men. 

 

Social and Economic Conditions 

The social and economic conditions of Jane Eyre’s and Edna Pontellier’s respective societies 

affect the social statuses of the two protagonists, which in turn affect their relationship to men. 

Jane Eyre is a poor, working woman who aims to gain independence, whereas Edna Pontellier 

has married into a conservative society in which women are made dependent on their 

husbands.  

In Jane Eyre, Blanche Ingram and her companions come to stay in Thornfield Hall for 

some weeks, and they spend all their time in amusements. The way they act shows how upper 

class women were expected to behave in society during the Victorian times, and what kind of 

behaviour was desirable from a woman in order to acquire or maintain high social status. As 

Wang points out, it appears that Blanche Ingram and the other upper class women “only want 

to be valued for their bodies and their adornments, not for the virtues they might possess as 

women and future wives” (Wang 3). Women were not expected to cultivate themselves and it 

seems they existed only as trophies for their husbands to show off, while single women were 

mainly expected to wish for a wealthy man to want to marry them. 
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One may say that in fashioning the master, Mr. Rochester, and the governess, Jane Eyre, 

into marriage – a legitimate relationship – Charlotte Brontë wants to address the issue of 

women’s individual worth. She points out that women should not be acknowledged only for 

their appearances. Wang argues that “Charlotte Brontë criticizes the marriage of convenience, 

declaring that only qualities of mind prove what a woman is really worth” (1). This quotation 

could be interpreted to mean that the marriage between Jane Eyre and her master is a way of 

acknowledging a woman’s worth, without taking into account her appearance or social status. 

Jane, who has no money, nor traditional beauty, makes Mr. Rochester want to marry her 

through her mind and personality. However, in the eyes of society, Mr. Rochester and Jane 

are not equals. Mr. Rochester is Jane’s master, and she is aware that she should respect him 

and oblige his wishes. Nevertheless, she finds that he appreciates who she truly is and that he 

does love her in spite of their social distance. However, when she finds out that he is already 

married, Jane cannot let herself become his mistress, which shows that she has a great deal of 

self-respect and pride, and that she puts much value in traditional morality. It is difficult for 

Mr. Rochester to make Jane trust that he truly loves her. That the two of them would become 

a couple seems so unlikely to her. This is the result of the social and economic conditions in 

society: the same conditions which make Mr. Rochester Jane’s master, and overcoming 

differences in background and wealth so difficult. There is a certain aspect of Jane’s 

personality, which shows how she feels about the societal structure: Jane carries within her a 

sort of rage, a quest for equality and selfhood, which Murfin refers to as Jane’s "constitutional 

ire" (Murfin 466). Jane’s underlying rage towards the societal structure, in which she is made 

subordinate to Mr. Rochester, is evident in the following passage in which she addresses her 

master: “Do you think, because I am poor, obscure, plain, and little, I am soulless and 

heartless? You think wrong! […] it is my spirit that addresses your spirit; just as if both had 

passed through the grave, and we stood at God's feet, equal — as we are” (Brontë 250-251). It 

is evident that Jane is pleading for equality and that she is upset about not being seen as Mr. 

Rochester’s equal due to her sex and her lack of wealth. Jane's rage comes under control and 

the balance in their relationship shifts towards the end, when Jane acquires a fortune and Mr. 

Rochester becomes what he himself refers to as “a crippled man, twenty years older than you, 

whom you will have to wait on” (Brontë 441). He is now dependent on Jane; she becomes 

“his right hand” (447) as opposed to solely being his mistress or wife. This is a set-up that 

Jane, aiming for equality and independence, can live with. Jane tells Mr. Rochester: “I am 

independent, sir, as well as rich: I am my own mistress” (430). Now that she can choose to be 

with him, without actually needing him to support her, their relationship seems destined to 
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work better. She feels that she has become his equal, and thus her underlying rage towards the 

societal structures, by which Mr. Rochester is her superior, becomes less prominent. Although 

the fact that Mr. Rochester becomes crippled is unfortunate, the fact that he now needs Jane 

makes their relationship a more equal one. 

Edna Pontellier, on the other hand, does not receive any understanding from her 

husband when she wants to pursue her own career and follow her desires. Mr. Pontellier is a 

man of tradition, and in his opinion the wife of a wealthy man should not have to work. He 

feels that Edna should instead focus on the family and household. It appears that Mr. 

Pontellier deems the thought that Edna would pursue her own career as absolutely ridiculous. 

He says: “It seems to me the utmost folly for a woman at the head of a household, and the 

mother of children, to spend in an atelier days which could be better employed contriving for 

the comfort of her family” (Chopin 89). This shows that Edna is indeed expected to live up to 

the image of the Angel in the House and devote herself fully to her children and husband, and 

that her husband feels that he should be the family provider, as that is the tradition in the 

society in which they exist. Although the Angel of the House was essentially a Victorian 

middle class ideology, one can easily see how traces of this ideology managed to persevere 

and survive into the upper-class New Orleans society in which Edna and her husband exist. In 

the beginning of the novel, the marriage between Edna and Mr. Pontellier appears to be one 

that is admired and envied by the other women in the community. Léonce Pontellier has a 

reputation of being generous, and other women in the society declare that he is “the best 

husband in the world” for sending Edna bonbons and gifts (Chopin 11). Thus, it is clear that 

the women surrounding Edna feel that wealth and luxury are important factors in a marriage 

and that Edna should be grateful for everything her husband gives her. In their society, for a 

husband and family provider to have a wife who wants to work is not socially acceptable. At 

one point, Mr. Pontellier says to Edna: “…we’ve got to observe les covenances if we ever 

expect to get on and keep up with the procession” (Chopin 80). This is evidence that social 

norms and keeping up appearances are of great importance in the lives of the people 

surrounding Edna. The importance of appearances explains why Mr. Pontellier feels that his 

wife embarrasses him socially when she wants to pursue her own career, which in turn is 

evidence of how deep-rooted the structures, norms of society really are.  

Although Edna is not from an impoverished background and although she is well 

respected in society, mostly as a result of her marriage to Mr. Pontellier, she is still limited 

and confined by the boundaries applied to women by the social and economic structures of 

society. She is dependent on her husband supporting her, and expected to be satisfied with 
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looking after the children and household and grateful for the luxurious lifestyle she is 

provided with. In this sense, Edna’s situation is similar to Jane Eyre’s, who is also expected to 

want to marry and have children, as opposed to pursuing her own career and entering into a 

relationship with her master. As a result of the social and economic conditions of society, Mr. 

Rochester is generally seen as Jane’s superior, and she is expected to be submissive to him. 

Similarly, Edna has to depend on her husband to support her, and the social conditions make 

it difficult for her to follow her own desires. 

 

Comparison: Similarities and Differences between Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier 

There are certain common denominators in the backgrounds of authors Charlotte Brontë and 

Kate Chopin, which in part may account for the similarities between protagonists Jane Eyre 

and Edna Pontellier; both Brontë and Chopin lost many loved ones during their early years, 

both of them went to boarding school, and they were both surrounded by more or less 

independent women. These events most likely contributed to the authors’ unusual 

independence, and could explain how they came to possess the feminist views that are evident 

in their respective novels. They also create an understanding of why the authors have 

provided their respective protagonists with several feminist traits and thoughts. It is clear that 

the societies in which the authors grew up – societies in which they were not expected to be as 

independent as they were forced to be – led them to address the topic of independent women 

and, through their novels and their protagonists, make a stand against the oppression of 

women.  

It appears that Charlotte Brontë realised that happiness does not come from a wealthy 

marriage, but rather from an equal union in which both parties love and respect each other. 

Through her novel Jane Eyre, “Charlotte Brontë implies that people, especially women, marry 

for cash, property, and social status, but this rarely brings personal happiness” (Wang 1). As 

Wang argues, Brontë’s view on marriage seems to have been that marrying for money is not a 

recipe for happiness, and this view is evident in Jane Eyre where the protagonist, a single 

woman of low social status, ends up marrying her master. However, she only does so after 

gaining her own fortune, so as not to be dependent on her husband financially; this suggests 

that Brontë acknowledged the importance of equality in marriage.  

Upon being proposed to by St. John, Jane turns him down because she feels that she has 

“a woman’s heart” and that she feels only “a comrade’s constancy, a fellow soldier’s 

frankness” for St John (Brontë 403). She feels that, if she married him, she would spend her 

life “always restrained, and always checked – forced to keep the fire of [her] nature 
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continually low” (403). This shows that Jane acknowledges the image of the ideal woman and 

is aware that she has a submissive nature within her as a result of her background. She is 

afraid that she would alter herself if forced. It is clear that Jane Eyre is torn between her love 

for Mr. Rochester, longing to be with him, and her desire to become independent and stay true 

to her own self. She cannot let herself become Mr. Rochester’s mistress, and thus, after 

finding out about his previous marriage, Jane feels forced to leave in order to remain loyal to 

her beliefs and morality. 

Similarly, as Edna awakens to her own desires and sexuality, she has mixed feelings. 

After her friend Arobin, whom she is attracted to but not in love with, has kissed her, Edna 

has  

an overwhelming feeling of irresponsibility. There was the shock of the 

unexpected and the unaccustomed. There was her husband’s reproach looking at 

her from the external things around her which he had provided for her external 

existence. There was Robert’s reproach making itself felt by a quicker, fiercer, 

more overpowering love, which had awakened within her toward him. Above all, 

there was understanding. (Chopin 133) 

This shows that while Edna feels guilty and is aware that she is expected to be grateful for all 

the things that her husband has provided for her, she cannot deny her own feelings – the 

feelings of love and desire that have awakened within her. Edna Pontellier, just like Jane 

Eyre, is determined to stay true to herself and her own desires. She argues: “I am no longer 

one of Mr. Pontellier’s possessions to dispose of or not. I give myself where I choose” 

(Chopin 171). It is evident that Edna has gained a certain amount of self-respect and that she 

knows her own worth, as does Jane Eyre. Edna has begun to question the set-up of the entire 

society, and come to realise that women should not have to be subordinate to their husbands, 

or anyone else, simply due to their gender. Edna begins to understand her own thoughts and 

values, and acknowledges that she is her own human being who should be entitled to her own 

desires and ambitions, and she is not willing to revert to being a wife and mother only. 

However, towards the end, Edna is in a psychological dilemma, as she is torn between her 

longing to unite with Robert, the man she secretly loves, and finding her own true self. It 

appears to her that having both is impossible (Franklin, n.pag.). Edna feels that she cannot 

give herself to a man without altering her independence. Thus, Edna is trapped in a world in 

which she is not accepted for who she wants to be, as she cannot adjust to being who society 

wants her to be.  

Apart from the obvious differences in space and time between the two novels and their 

protagonists, there is another major difference which is worth addressing. Although both 
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women are torn between several separate wishes and duties – following their own ambitions 

of being independent, being with their loved ones, or simply adjusting to the social norms in 

order to be accepted – they deal with their situations in different ways. Jane acknowledges 

that she has an inner submissive nature, which has been constructed into her by the set-up of 

society, but she chooses to ignore it and instead create her own path. She manages to be with 

her beloved Mr. Rochester without altering her self-respect. In a sense, Jane adjusts to the 

social and economic conditions, as she feels she must gain a fortune in order to become Mr. 

Rochester’s equal. This shows that Jane acknowledges the set-up of the society: that she 

cannot be seen as Mr. Rochester’s equal as long as she is poor. As Jane is not willing to 

betray her moral beliefs or give up on her independence, she chooses to wait until she has 

found a way to become his equal before marrying him. Edna, on the other hand, refuses to 

alter herself and her desires to the point where there is no solution or compromise available 

for her. Instead of adjusting to the social norms, or living according to her own dreams or 

ambitions in a society where no one understands her, she chooses to leave the world.  

Another major difference between Edna Pontellier’s situation and that of Jane Eyre, is 

the fact that Edna is a mother while Jane is not. Edna’s motherhood contributes to the difficult 

nature of her situation, as her social surroundings find her wish to be independent even more 

revolutionary and impossible to understand. Women at the time were expected to devote 

themselves fully to their families, and Edna’s wish to pursue her own interests seems to 

alienate her from the people surrounding her. However, although Jane Eyre does not have any 

children of her own, she does work as a governess, and thus the two protagonists have the 

relationship with children in common. While they do care about the children and the people 

around them, neither Edna nor Jane are willing to sacrifice themselves completely for the sake 

of someone else. 

It is evident that the societal structures are strong influential forces in the lives of both 

Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier, whether they accept it or not. The protagonists have 

difficulties to find their place, and in their search for their true identities they end up in 

ambivalent situations; they find it difficult to live up to their own ambitions of being 

independent, and at the same time adjust to the roles ascribed to them by society – being 

nothing but wives and mothers.  Regardless of the social and geographical distance between 

the protagonists of Jane Eyre and The Awakening, there are several similarities in the way in 

which society pressures them into situations where they must choose between following their 

own ambitions and being misunderstood, or adjusting to the norms of society and being 

unhappy. 
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Conclusion 

Jane Eyre and Edna Pontellier are both unusually independent women for their respective 

times; they both strive for freedom and aim to find their own true selves. It is evident that the 

authors, in creating these two characters, were aiming to address a societal issue: they 

addressed and opposed the patriarchal structures of society, in which men are superior to and 

have more power than females as a result of their gender.  

Despite the fact that they existed during different eras and, literally, oceans apart, one 

can see that both Jane and Edna are strongly affected by the patriarchal structures of their 

respective societies. Both women are expected to live up to the ideal of “The Angel in the 

House”, whereby they should be devoted to their husbands and families only. Women at the 

time were not expected to have ambitions besides marriage and children, and certainly not to 

strive for a career or wealth. It appears that the position of women in society in general did not 

change much from Jane Eyre’s time to Edna Pontellier’s – at least not in the conservative 

society in which Edna exists. Brontë’s novel could be seen as an early feminist novel, with a 

more subtle approach to the issue of inequality between sexes, while Chopin more openly 

criticized patriarchy and male dominance in her novel. Nevertheless, the protagonists of both 

novels were strongly affected by the norms and ideologies which had been present already 

during the Victorian era. 

The fact that the two women both attempt to break societal norms, and meet the 

difficulties of social transgression, makes it clear that there are similarities between Jane Eyre 

and Edna Pontellier: both of the protagonists personify certain aspects of feminism. They 

refuse to become “Angels in the House” and will not let deep-rooted patriarchal structures or 

social boundaries limit them. However, their circumstances are also similar in the sense that 

while Jane and Edna try to break free from the restraints applied to them by society, they are 

both unwillingly affected by patriarchy. Jane has to become wealthy, and Mr. Rochester 

crippled, in order for the two of them to be together. Although Jane finds a way to be with her 

loved one without altering her ambitions, we can see that equality between her and Mr. 

Rochester was nearly impossible. Edna, on the other hand, feels forced to commit suicide in 

order to escape the role ascribed to her. She cannot devote herself fully to her family, while 

she feels that her ambitions and goals are not reachable in the society in which she lives. 

Thus, Edna cannot see any option whereby she would not have to alter herself and still be 

accepted. In other words, despite the fact that both Jane and Edna ultimately decide their own 

destinies, they only manage to break free from the patriarchal structures to a certain extent.
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